Numerous articles have been written on the topic of Macassan influence on Aboriginal languages,6 but no serious effort has been made to identify the precise donor languages on scientific linguistic grounds.7 As Macknight has observed:
Bark painting by Mithinari (193P-1976) , Galpu clan, Yirrkala, northeast Arnhem Land. It represents Yolngu and Macassans in Arnhem Bay. The Macassans, arriving in a prau, bring with them steel axes to replace Yolngu stone axes. The painting, done in 1974, is in the National Ethnographic Collection, Canberra.
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and when and how it might have arrived, or if such precision is not possible, clearly say so . . . Further publication of linguistic work in northern Australia should make more definitive lists possible. However it is worth stressing the complexity of the linguistic issues involved and the difficulty of obtaining anything approaching a complete conspectus of Aboriginal knowledge of relevant vocabulary' items.8 Macknight points out that Makassarese is obviously 'the most important source of influence'9, although Buginese, Malay and Javanese are worthy of investigation since some crew members appear to have been able to speak these languages. 10 This paper will be concerned with Yolngu-Matha, the speakers of which live mainly in northeastern Arnhem Land at Yirrkala, Milingimbi (Yurrwi), Elcho Island (Galiwin'ku), Lake Evella (Gapuwiyak) and Ramingining as well as on outstations of these settlements, and deep into Arnhem Land as far south as Roper River. It is our purpose to offer a preliminary conspectus of lexical items we have noted in our work in dialects of Yolngu-Matha11 that impressed us as Austronesian in nature.12 Since between us we have a good knowledge of several Austronesian languages13 and of historical Austronesian reconstruction, we feel confident to initiate this endeavour, in the hopes of gaining the assistance of other scholars to further this work.
Neither of us has had direct access to Makassarese or Buginese informants, and we have had to rely on Dutch dictionaries14, so we make no claim to comprehensiveness. To date, we have identified approximately two hundred forms that can reasonably be associated with one or another Austronesian language. We have avoided forms that are 'remembered' by very old Yolngu people as being Makassarese15, or those that are not of general knowledge and use, such as specialised boating vocabulary.16 Another area we have excluded are names used exclusively for persons or places which have no known or traceable meaning. O ur procedure is to set out suspected borrowings into four groups: (1) most probably Makassarese, based on soundshifts or innovations limited to that language17; (2) possibly Makassarese, but possibly other Austronesian languages, since identical forms are found in many Austronesian speech varieties;
(3) not Makassarese, but clearly Austronesian, based on word shapes, sound-or meaningshifts not found in Makassarese, but found in other Austronesian languages; or (4) possibly Austronesian, but precise donor forms have not yet been identified, established or proven. Each of these groups will be discussed in greater detail below.18 A brief discussion of the phonology of Yolngu-Matha and Makassarese is necessary in order to see how borrowings from the latter are mapped into the former. The phonology of Yolngu-Matha (which includes speech varieties such as Gupapuyrju, Gumatj, Djambarrpuyrju, Rirratjirju, Gälpu, DhaLwagu, and Ritharrqu)19 is given in Table I .20 The phonemic system of Makassarese is given in Numbers correspond to places of articulation listed in Table 1 .
Source: Ngewa (1972), Cense (1979) , and Nothofer (1970) . Since Yolngu-Matha does not allow vowels to occur initially in words, w-is added before u-(97, 98), y-before i-or e- (99), and either q-or w-before a-(contrast 89, 236 vs 96, 158; note also wacpil < English hospital).
Since this study is aimed primarily at the identification of Austronesian source languages for Yolngu-Matha words (based on resemblances in sound and meaning), it would seem useful to present an index oriented to various semantic and cultural domains in order to highlight the many areas of impact on Yolngu material culture and language. Dubious forms (from Group 4) are omitted.26 (158) , year (125), yes (179, 249), and a tag-question particle (88) . An unwary lexicostatistician might find that Yolngu-Matha has enough 'cognates' (5-10% depending on how one scored) to be grouped distantly with the Austronesian family -a tenet ludicrous in the context of Australia, but not so (for at least some scholars) if these languages were spoken in New Guinea instead.
Of considerable importance is the impact on Yolngu-Matha grammar, whereby a new verb type has been formed. Whereas Yolngu-Matha verbs fall into several classes and have at least four inflectional categories,29 a new class of verbs has emerged which have only one basic inflection (26, 54, 97, 138, 143 T heir very number as well as their character indicates that there must have been a considerable population in the Tagalog speech community which could speak Malay. Some of these Malay borrowings are words of an ordinary, everyday character: forms referring to personal characteristics, . . . words for parts of the 27 T he practice of a kind of forced homosexuality by or with Makassans has not been discussed to our knowledge in the literature, but should not be prudishly dismissed. T he Yoln|pi guarded their women, not only from the Makassans but also from the young Yolngu who had not achieved the age, prestige, or ceremonial status to claim a promised wife (hence the traditional marriage of older men with younger girls). T here are several affectionate or pejorative curses in YM that strongly suggest homosexual activity (gurka laycu 'smooth penis', mu:ku laycu 'smooth anus', mu:ku bu:lk-miri 'anus with semen ) which is no longer practised due to the now acceptable m arriage of young with young. T he presence of an AN (SPh) word for 'masturbate' and of the Mkr for 'smooth' in these idioms does not necessarily imply the introduction of such activities by Makassans (including Bisayan slaves on the boats), but reveals the likelihood of sharing such activities with Mkr or other ÄN speakers. 28 Not all of these would be found in either the Swadesh 100 or 200 word list, but do represent very common words used daily by YM speakers. Enough of these would yield the'false' percentages cited below, regardless of the list chosen and the items deselected from this list. 29 Base form, definite future, indefinite past, and definite/remote past, e.g., Gumatj war)a, warp, wapana.
wagana'speak', malpin, maltu ru, m a flu run a, maltuna 'follow', buma, bugu, bumaRa, buna'hit, kill', etc. 30 Macknight 1976:89 cites26, 54,97,138, but not 143; however, he includes bilina'to finish' (<Mkr, Mai bilaijto reckon, count'), which is an unlikely etymology [due to poor match of sound (YM *bi:larj would be expected) and meaning]; furthermore, dialects which drop the final vowel from function words (Djambarrpuyiju, Liy agawumirr, etc) have the form bilin, which suggests it is a genuine YM word, i.e., they do not show signs of vowel-dropping from non-inherited words.
body, and others of the type that refer to things for which there must have been good native terms. Such basic vocabulary can only have come in if members of the Tagalog speech community could speak Malay.31 Such a situation appears to have obtained where (a form of) Makassarese was used as a pidgin or patois for speaking to foreigners (be they trepangers, Europeans, or speakers of other Aboriginal languages).32 Furthermore, even where perfectly adequate YolnguMatha terms existed, adoption of Makassarese forms was surely favoured by the need for synonyms to replace words tabooed because of death: thus 05 is synonymous with YM managgan 'thief, 12 with YM yindi 'big', 23 with YM gaLindi 'moon', 32 with YM jawuLpa 'old-person', 60 with YM qaRaka 'bone; shell', 51 with YM Na:ku 'stringybark', 61 with YM fiu:ka? 'mudcrab', 65 with YM baDayala 'light', 68 with YM waragul 'naked', 73 with YM wiryin5 'long', 72 and 77 with YM maftmak 'good, nice', etc.33 Note also the many introduced synonyms for coconut, cloth, and knife (above). Thus, although the contacts ceased some seventy-five years ago, they must have been intensive and long enough to have left such an impact on the language and (perhaps less obviously) the culture of the Yolngu bloc.34
Clearly the main source language for Yolngu-Matha words is Makassarese. Most of the 99 forms in Group 1 show characteristics of shape or soundshift that earmark them as Mkr. In several instances, Buginese has identical forms, some of which (25, 29, 31, 33, 43, 45, 89, 99) are anomalous and which are themselves suspect of being under Makassarese influence. Since no clear instances of Buginese etymologies have thus far presented themselves, we have not assigned any weight to such co-occurrences, and take the Mkr provenance to be the most probable.
The 59 words in Group 2 also have a high probability of being from Makassarese, although (near) identical forms in other Austronesian languages prevent any definitive statements in this regard. A particular problem that arose was the loss or addition of final -g on a number of forms (discussed above). In the absence of any evidence that there is an Austronesian language with precisely such forms that have undergone the same changes, it is most reasonable to assume that the Yolngu coined these forms on their own from Mkr material (based on analogies or abstractions from their understanding of Mkr grammar).
The 21 words in Group 3 should be of particular interest, because they are least likely to be Mkr in origin, although our science and our sources do not allow us to state from which language they derive. The citation of Malay or Southern Philippine forms should not be construed as an indication that they come from these languages, since the full linguistic and historical picture of the islands to the north of Australia has yet to be ascertained. For 36 The list is presented to both Australianists and Austronesianists for evaluation and assistance. In most instances, the meanings represent cultural innovations, and Austronesian languages would seem to be the best source; some of these may by Pama-Nyungan37 or Yolngu words that have acquired extended or secondary meanings. In still other instances, the words seem to be similar to forms in Austronesian languages, but the matches are not convincing enough. For example, despite a search for possible Bajau loans, based on the lead of Fox,38 we found only one reasonable candidate (189) -and the match is weakened because of its singularity. Finally, we have included forms which Yolngu-Matha speakers insist are from 'Makassan (181, 182, 184, 185, 194, 199, 202, 204, 208, 212, 216, 224, 227, 237, 246, 247, 248) , on the grounds that a number of such intuitive judgements have been proven in the course of our study. 39 All in all, we hope to have justified on linguistic and comparative grounds the statements made about the impact of Makassarese (and to a lesser extent, of other Austronesian peoples) upon the Yolngu-Matha speakers of northeastern Arnhem Land. We intend to continue these studies and elicit the help of other scholars in compiling a comprehensive list of loanwords and identifying their provenance. 
GROUP 1: MOST PROBABLE MAKASSARESE LOANWORDS

GROUP 4: POSSIBLE AUSTRONESIAN LOANWORDS (REQUIRING FURTHER RESEARCH)
. I t is the long vowel th a t makes th is p a rtic u la r form suspect as a Mkr loan, although, conversely, the Mkr form may be a borrowing from Aboriginal languages since AN languages generally have cogpates of PHN *ha?e or PHN *ai? 'yes1. The facto r of chance resemblance must also be considered.
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